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Administrivia

• Homework 9 on the Web. Due a week from Friday. This one may not be easy,

but more because you need to understand some parts of the starter code

than because you have to write a lot of new code. And I think it’s kind of

interesting?

• In case you’re curious, there will likely be only one more homework.
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Minute Essay From Last Lecture

• No one had previous exposure to Conway’s Game of Life. It seems like in CS

classes usually students have. “Hm!” but maybe I’ve only asked in

upper-division courses.
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Conway’s Game of Life

• A program to “play” this game is not so very hard to write:

• The basic calculation is fairly straightforward: Keep two copies of the “board”.

At each step, for each cell in the board compute its next value based on its

current value and current values of neighboring cells, producing an updated

board. Then copy this updated board to the first board and repeat.

• Getting initial values for the board and displaying it can be non-trivial: Really

this seems like something where you want a GUI, which is beyond the scope

of this course. A simple text-only approach is more doable but still (for the

input anyway) somewhat tedious.
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Conway’s Game of Life, Continued

• In Homework 9, you get starter code for a simple text-based program to “play”

this game.

The program doesn’t prompt the user for anything; it requires command line

arguments that specify an input file and a number of steps. The input file has

a text representation of an initial configuration.

• It might be worthwhile to sketch out how I developed this program; we haven’t

done a lot of examples in class that would benefit from having many functions.
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Program for Game of Life

• Start by trying to break this down into steps:

• Process command-line arguments.

• Read the input file and use it to build a board (2D array) with the initial

configuration.

• Build a second board (another 2D array). (Hm, two places where I want to

build a 2D array. Make that a function?)

• Print the initial configuration.

• Loop over number of steps, each time updating the board, printing the

updated board, and copying the second board to the first.

• Now look briefly at code. Only thing I think is tricky is how I bypass actually

copying the updated board.
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Homework 9

• Homework 9 asks you to turn in two programs. One is the starter code with

the function to update the board filled in.

• The other . . . One of my goals for this assignment was to have you do

something that needed a “big” array. Something that seems interesting to me

is to experiment with generating initial board configurations “randomly” and

then observing how the number of live cells evolves. So you’ll write an

adaptation of the first program that does that.

• I think most code is either straightforward or reasonably well commented.
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Minute Essay

• Questions? otherwise just sign in.


